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Agenda

• Background
• MS Team functions – Teaching
• Misc
Context

Hardware

Software

Humans

Broadband

Vignesh
MS Teams @ IIT Delhi

• Part of Microsoft 365 subscription

• Use Kerbos username & password to access all functions
  – vignes@iitd.ac.in

• Client & Cloud versions
  – Linked with OneDrive, Outlook, ...

• Manual, Tutorials & video recordings available at
  – https://tinyurl.com/Teams007
Creating Teams

Meetings / Classes

Posts / Announcements

Files

Notebook / Whiteboard / One Note

Assignments / Examination

Control – Muting / unmuting; Attendance
• A good TA / moderator is very helpful!
• Only IITD logins
• Extra hardware – audio improves
• Two screens – see who is active; request video from few
  – Thumbs up / down – Sign language
• ‘Raise hand’ for questions
• Recorded video – Stream
  – Notification in Chat
• Back up – Jitsi link!
  – https://tinyurl.com/Jitsi4iitd
Thank you!
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